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Healthy Child Uganda hosts Network TUFH Conference

Development for All

HCU was one of the privileged projects in Western Uganda to host a
number of people from different
countries in the world during the
Network Towards Unity for Health
conference, which was held in September 2007 in Kampala. The international guests were welcomed at
Rugazi Health Centre by HCU staff,
volunteer students from MUST
(Mbarara University of Science and
Technology) and the CORPS. It was a
colourful day characterized by visiting
model homes in Magambo and Rugazi
parishes, where the project operates.
It always rains during this season, but
this day it didn’t!

The Community Owned Resource Persons
(CORPs) in HCU project areas have promoted
development in the community. Community
volunteers have worked so hard to see that a
woman in project areas and their children’s
livelihood improves. CORPS have initiated
different income generating in their villages to
improve in health of most pregnant mothers
and their children. They began by themselves
raising small amount through monthly meetings with a contribution of about 1000 shillings
($0.65) from each member. The money contributed would be given to one or two members to improve their living standards at home
e.g. buying bed nets, constructing good latrines etc. The system is known as a ‘cash
round’. After all members are served, they
begin saving and members of the group borrow the money, which is used for home development and in return pays interest. Now almost all CORPs have initiated smaller groups
in their villages with community members and
this has circulated to the whole community.
These groups have provided new ideas apart
from the known cash round. In some areas,
members of the group each month make a visit
to one person and take household items with
them such as blankets, bed nets, plates and
mattresses to mention but a few. If on one
visit you received a mattress, you pay back its
equivalent. So this system
is now circulating within
the whole community. It
is improving many families’ health and standards
of living. This makes development for all.

Visitors from all over the world appreciated the tippy-tap technology,
energy saving stoves, health improvement amongst children, cleanliness
around homes, income generating
activities and many more things that
they were able to experience in the
villages...

T HANKS

The CORPS made the day colourful
through educative songs, dramas and
puppet shows that portrayed what
occurs in their villages; everyone was
happy, and it was a day to remember.
The CORPS also sold many of their
handmade crafts, such as baskets.
By Edred and Silver (MUST students

who participated in the summer elective placement in Rugazi and volunteered at the TUFH post-conference
excursion.)

International visitors in HCU villages for the TUFH
post-conference field visit.

TO OUR DONORS

Healthy Child Uganda is undertaken with the financial
support of the Government of Canada provided
through the Canadian International Development
Agency (CIDA) and private Canadian donors through
the ‘Healthy Generations Foundation’

PROJECT PARTNERS

Bbosa A. Hakim
HCU Community Development Officer
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Lives Are Saved the Night a Bed Net is Hung
HCU has formed a partnership with the Canadian-based nonprofit, Buy-A-Net (BAN), to help fight malaria in southwestern
Uganda. Since malaria is a major cause of death of children in rural
communities, BAN is committed to providing mosquito nets to all
homes with children under five or pregnant women in HCU communities.
Net distribution started in November, and over 300 nets were
given out on the first day of distribution. Community members
walked for kilometers to receive their nets. However, before they
were given the nets, CORPS presented a drama and songs that
taught about malaria prevention and how to use the bed nets. The
drama was entertaining as well as educational, and had the audience laughing. One of the local government leaders who attended
the bed net distribution commented, “HCU, you have fought a lot
in improving child health. Now that the community has had their
eyes opened to the dangers of malaria, parents will buy nets too
and malaria in children will be reduced.”

In these remote, rural areas, it is important to seize all available opportunities for health education and monitoring. Therefore, HCU and health centre staff updated and handed out the
child health cards and undertook growth monitoring, immunizations and deworming for the hundreds of children attending
net distribution. From November 07 to June 08 more than
12,000 nets were given out and the few remaining nets will be
distributed to cover health centre beds in project areas and
children who are above five, but at high risk of the effects of
Malaria (e.g. chronically ill, orphans). Over the next year we
will be monitoring net use closely.
The generous donations from
HCU’s holiday net campaign (more
than 800 nets donated!) and from
BUY-A-NET allowed HCU to
complete this important activity.
Thank you to all who contributed !

A mother receives a bed net with instruction on its use at the first distribution day

Healthy Generations is the Charitable Foundation of the Canadian Paediatric Society. Healthy Generations collects donations on
behalf of Healthy Child Uganda. All contributions earmarked ‘Uganda’ are given 100% to the HCU project .
Charitable registration no. II892 0412 RR000I Web: www.healthygenerations.ca/interest/uganda or Phone: 613 526 9397 ext. 262

CPS Calendar Competition
The Canadian Paediatric Society (CPS) annually creates a calendar to promote their work with children. As a partner with Healthy
Child Uganda, CPS chose their 2008 calendar to highlight the work being done in southwestern Uganda on the HCU project.
To acquire images for the calendar, CPS sponsored a drawing competition in four Ugandan schools. Healthy Child Uganda provided
materials, and the school children rose spectacularly to the task. Hundreds of health-themed pictures were entered, of which twelve
were selected to be featured in the calendar. HCU also contributed photos for the calendar, and along with the drawings, these
made up monthly themes such as nutrition, clean water and good hygiene.
The winners from the calendar drawing competition were presented with a prize package at
a ceremony involving the whole school. The children became increasingly exuberant as the
prize package was revealed: notebooks, pencils, art supplies, a CPS bag and a soccer ball
were presented to the winners in front of wildly cheering students. The schools also received a prize for participating, which included garbage bins, tippy taps (for hand-washing at
the latrines) and a soccer ball. Healthy Child Uganda thanks the Canadian Paediatric Society
for their involvement in the project, and in promoting child health in Uganda.
Winners of the CPS calendar competition at Kinoni Girls School

Food and nutrition
It was found out that people have all types of food, but we have been eating a limited variety of foods (mainly carbohydrates) and even some types of food have been neglected,
e.g. pumpkins and their leaves, and carrots. However, after five days of CORPS training
many people have learnt the use of their foods. This happened in Kongoro parish, Ndeija
sub-county, Rwampara County and Mbarara district. The parish is rich with foods, but
women are overworked and prepare meals in a short amount of time. After they had
learnt the uses of carbohydrates, vitamins and protein foods, they promised to get this
wider variety of food in their diet at least three times in a week.
In Mirongo parish, thirty-two CORPS—the largest
group yet— was trained in September 2007.

Reported by Tumuhinbise Angella, Community Health Facilitator
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Internally Displaced Children

HCU’s First CIDA Intern

Kikuumbo is a new HCU area where the CORPS were recently trained. However, the new CORPS were quick to
respond to one of their neighbouring families. The young
family is internally displaced due to land disputes in another
area, and had settled in Kikuumbo. Without money, and only
a rented house and income from working in their neighbours’
gardens, the parents couldn’t afford to feed themselves or the
children. The oldest child was able to forage food from
neighbouring homes, but one year old Eunice, and three year
old Mercy Brenda languished.

The last five months were a fascinating journey for me, working as HCU’s first CIDA-funded intern. My days in Uganda
were varied: hiking through beautiful rural villages to visit
malnourished or disabled children; planning a field visit for
forty five international visitors; assisting the children, the communities, the university partners and the health district staff
with various programs; working on the nitty-gritty daily details
of the project, and taking the occasional weekend safari to see
big game. My time there was as challenging as it was amazing.

CORPS brought the family to the attention of HCU staff.
Noting their dire conditions, food aid was quickly mobilized.
The family also had no money for soap, so the children and
their clothes were dirty and ragged. HCU provided some
soap, and even found some donated clothing to give to the
children. The CORPS are essential with helping to monitor
food aid, to ensure that the children benefit from the beans,
cassava flour and small fish, which HCU provided.
A few months later, HCU staff paid a surprise visit to the
family. In the tidy compound, they found Mercy Brenda doing well, wearing a clean dress, and she had gained weight.
Unfortunately, her younger sister Eunice had succumbed to
disease, although her attentive parents had immediately taken
her to the nearest health centre, which was a day’s walk
away. Mercy Brenda continues to put on weight, and HCU is
working with the community to make a more sustainable plan
of assistance for the family. Thanks to the attention of the CORPS,
Mercy Brenda is eating
regularly, playing and
doing well.
Mercy Brenda, when CORPS
found her (left) and getting
weighed on a surprise visit.

I’ve learned to walk slower, and to appreciate the little things:
regular electricity, water from a tap, smooth roads and really
good pineapple. The people of Uganda graciously welcomed
me, taught me, supported me, and of course, laughed insanely
at my pronunciation massacres of the local dialect! I feel
blessed to have had this opportunity to walk with the Ugandans
in their beautiful and difficult path. With my fantastic colleagues, new friends, the generous CORP volunteers, the enchanting village children, and also life in diamond-in-the-rough
Mbarara town, I have been overwhelmed, challenged, changed
and inspired.
Mwebale: Jerome, Teddy, Patricia, Angella, Hakim, Nasser na
Benon! Ninbakunda munonga! Thank you to CIDA for facilitating this opportunity, and to Jenn and Erin for their hard
work in
getting me
there. And
thank you
Africa for
teaching me
such joy
despite the
struggle.
By Lisa
Smith

A Note from the Canadian Project Coordinator
As I look back on the past year of the project it is amazing how much we have achieved! We have now trained all of the 352
CORPs planned for this phase of the project; what an incredible group they are. In Ryamiyonga parish, CORPs have been meeting weekly at the health centre to study their training manual and discuss education methods. In Mirongo, children have started a
‘Young CORPs’ group. They have learned the key messages of the CORPs manual and have surprised the adult CORPs with
their dramatic flare when using flannel boards to encourage healthy practices in their school and community. CORPs have now
conducted over 65,000 home visits, 40,000 health talks and 10,000 sick child referrals to medical care! Wow! This year bed nets
were a big initiative, we were featured in the CPS calendar and we built a new website. I am so excited for the upcoming year,
particularly the growth of our community development branch and all of the upcoming competitions! I can’t wait to see the new
HCU featured documentary filmed by Rick Castiglione in Uganda in May 08. The year to come is sure to be a good one!
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A Word from the Ugandan Project Director
HCU’s fourth year is beginning and it has been a busy and exciting time for all of us at the project! We were so pleased to be able
to publish our first Runayankole newsletter in December 2007! The project was privileged to have hosted many international
visitors from over fifteen countries for the annual Network TUFH conference which was held in Kampala last September. I would
like to thank all members of the project who were involved with hosting and preparing for the visitors. Both the field visit to Rugazi and Mugambo, and the conference presentations and mini-workshop were well attended, and reactions to the project were
overwhelmingly positive and encouraging. In staffing, HCU is pleased to welcome a new, energetic facilitator, Benon Ndemere,
to the project and a new project coordinator, Moses Ntaro. I also want to thank Lisa Smith, our first CIDA-sponsored intern, for
all the wonderful work she has done for the project in the months she has been here, and hope that she will be an ambassador in
Canada for our work here. We are looking forward to many new events, challenges and opportunities in 2008! We recently under went our Midterm evaluation, which provided us with useful advice and direction for the future. We hope for increased connections with the government on their national strategy plan for child and maternal health at an upcoming conference. We are
looking forward to new partnerships with VSO (Voluntary Service Overseas) and working on sustainability and community development with them.
Thank you to all the stakeholders for their support, to
the HCU staff for their tireless work, and to the
CORPS for their generous efforts in the last year!
Together, this team can make a significant impact on
the lives of our children!
Left: making a difference in rural Uganda, CORPS on home visits.
Right: a CORP teaches international TUFH delegates about HCU

Contact Us

Nsiime, “I appreciate”
A club foot is a common and easily treatable birth defect, in which the feet curl
inwards. OURS, a children’s disability hospital based in Mbarara, sees many of
these patients every month. In babies, club feet can be repaired completely,
although older children often need surgery and therapy to teach them to walk.
If left untreated, the children grow up crippled; either walking with a stick, or
moving by crawling on the ground.

In Uganda:

Conscientious CORPS were quick to identify club feet in baby Nisiime, aged
three months. The parents didn’t realize that it was a treatable defect, but the
local CORPS, who were trained to recognize it, were happy to tell them otherwise. The mother was invited to meet with HCU staff and trainers at a
monthly CORPS meeting, where she was encouraged to seek treatment for
her child. The condition required a referral to
Mbarara, and HCU paid for the transport for Nisiime
and her mother. They arrived with a CORP on the
pre-arranged day, and were sent to OURS.

Landline: (256) 48 52 02 29

OURS donated the treatment, and HCU covered the
costs for Nisiime and her mother’s stay in the hospital. After many weeks in the hospital, they returned
home. Nisiime’s feet had straightened well because
the problem was caught at an early age. She will grow
up able to run and play. Nisiime’s name means, “I
appreciate,” and now the meaning rings with truth
An untreated club foot
even more.

Healthy Child Uganda
PO Box 33,
Mbarara, Uganda
Email: cpsmust@yahoo.ca

In Canada:
Healthy Child Uganda,
International Centre,
University of Calgary,
2500 University Drive NW
Calgary Alberta,
Canada, T2N 1N4
Phone: (403) 955 3197
Email: HCU@ucalgary.ca
www.healthychilduganda.org

